Structure and vibrational spectra of Ti(IV) hydroxides and their clusters with expanded titanium coordination. DFT study.
Equilibrium structures of H(4-n)Ti(OH)n (n = 2-4) molecules and the Ti(OH)4 dimer and trimers were optimized at the B3LYP level of theory. Theoretical vibrational frequencies of TiO stretching modes obtained with several basis sets were compared with the existing experimental frequencies of these vibrations, and the 6-31+G(d) set was chosen for cluster calculations. Only one energy minimum was found for the [Ti(OH)4](2) dimer, but two isomers without symmetry elements stabilized by internal hydrogen bonds and two isomers, belonging to C(s) and C(i) point groups, with free OH groups were found as minima at the [Ti(OH)4](3) potential energy surface. The structure with the linear arrangement of hexacoordinated titanium atoms in the Ti3O12 skeleton may be proposed for trimeric species observed in liquid titanium alkoxides as the only structure satisfying experimental spectroscopic evidence about the presence of center of inversion in these species. Frequency changes of TiO4 modes which accompany the oligomer formation are predicted and discussed.